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What agenda item or 
topic will you 
comment on? 

Provide your public comment below. Please do not share 
any sensitive personally identifiable information because 
this comment will be made public as part of the official 
meeting record. What is your name? 

VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of force and 
LASD’s harassment of families are long overdue. While LASD 
use of force in the jails is closely monitored by the ACLU, 
LASD use of force during arrests does not have the same 
oversight. This commission so often hears testimony from 
families whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is this 
time period that the COC must focus on and fill in the 
oversight gaps. How is LASD being held accountable for its 
failures to report during-arrest use of force incidents? We 
echo calls to have LASD present at the COC about their use 
of force reporting policies and demand transparency around 
the departments failings to meaningfully document during-
arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt specific 
policy recommendations to LASD to stop and prevent the 
harassment of families by LASD deputies. Surviving families 
continue to suffer under the harassment of LASD deputies. 
Families have risked their own personal safety and mental 
health to advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met 
with malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful stops, 
desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by LASD deputies. 
At the November 2023 COC meeting, Check the Sheriff 
presented on LASD’s harassment of families, and the COC 
charged the ad hoc committee on deputy gangs to develop 
policy recommendations for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 
months, and we have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put pressure on 
LASD to finally adopt policies about family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and will do 
what is needed to hold LASD accountable for the 
department’s continuous failings in accountability and 
transparency.  
 
Please, we urgently need to do more to hold LASD 
accountable for its abuses of citizens and breaches of justice. 
I will continue writing and advocating for necessary reforms 
and protections for those most vulnerable. We cannot let 
LASD continue this illegal persecution of our communities.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Elizabet Parks Kibbey 

ELIZABETH Parks 
Kibbey 
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VIII 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of force and 
LASD’s harassment of families are long overdue. While LASD 
use of force in the jails is closely monitored by the ACLU, 
LASD use of force during arrests does not have the same 
oversight. This commission so often hears testimony from 
families whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is this 
time period that the COC must focus on and fill in the 
oversight gaps. How is LASD being held accountable for its 
failures to report during-arrest use of force incidents? We 
echo calls to have LASD present at the COC about their use 
of force reporting policies and demand transparency around 
the departments failings to meaningfully document during-
arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt specific 
policy recommendations to LASD to stop and prevent the 
harassment of families by LASD deputies. Surviving families 
continue to suffer under the harassment of LASD deputies. 
Families have risked their own personal safety and mental 
health to advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met 
with malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful stops, 
desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by LASD deputies. 
At the November 2023 COC meeting, Check the Sheriff 
presented on LASD’s harassment of families, and the COC 
charged the ad hoc committee on deputy gangs to develop 
policy recommendations for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 
months, and we have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put pressure on 
LASD to finally adopt policies about family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and will do 
what is needed to hold LASD accountable for the 
department’s continuous failings in accountability and 
transparency.  Debbie DePuy 
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VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of force and 
LASD’s harassment of families are long overdue. While LASD 
use of force in the jails is closely monitored by the ACLU, 
LASD use of force during arrests does not have the same 
oversight. This commission so often hears testimony from 
families whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is this 
time period that the COC must focus on and fill in the 
oversight gaps. How is LASD being held accountable for its 
failures to report during-arrest use of force incidents? We 
echo calls to have LASD present at the COC about their use 
of force reporting policies and demand transparency around 
the departments failings to meaningfully document during-
arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt specific 
policy recommendations to LASD to stop and prevent the 
harassment of families by LASD deputies. Surviving families 
continue to suffer under the harassment of LASD deputies. 
Families have risked their own personal safety and mental 
health to advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met 
with malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful stops, 
desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by LASD deputies. 
At the November 2023 COC meeting, Check the Sheriff 
presented on LASD’s harassment of families, and the COC 
charged the ad hoc committee on deputy gangs to develop 
policy recommendations for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 
months, and we have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put pressure on 
LASD to finally adopt policies about family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and will do 
what is needed to hold LASD accountable for the 
department’s continuous failings in accountability and 
transparency.  
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What agenda item or topic 
will you comment on? 

Provide your public comment below. Please do not 
share any sensitive personally identifiable 
information because this comment will be made 
public as part of the official meeting record. What is your name? 

Public protection  

Why do you refuse to remove a dangerous person to 
himself and others barricaded himself in a room. 
Officers were not going to remove this person from 
an interim housing program leaving it unsafe for the 
other residents who do not get tenant rights as at 
most they have a right to use a bed (license). They 
finally removed the dangerous man when the 
organization director advised for the safety of all the 
other people living there the house would be closed 
until this guy came outside. He did light the mattress 
on fire when you finally rammed the dresser and bed 
blocking the door.  Felicia Edelman  

 VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about J.Stephen Brantley 
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family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  
 
Sincerely, 
J.Stephen Brantley 
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VIII EDUCATIONAL 
PRESENTATIONS 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. We need community voices to be able to 
directly share their experiences to demonstrate what 
the experience of interacting with LASD is actually 
like. 
 
While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? LASD must be present at the COC 
about their use of force reporting policies and 
demand transparency around the departments 
failings to meaningfully document during-arrest uses 
of force. 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
PREVENT the harassment of families by LASD 
deputies.  
Families are risking their safety and their peace to 
advocate for a better LA. They are met by LASD 
harassment and violence. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
I hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
WILL do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Anicia Santos 
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VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. Because the use of force 
during arrest can have life-threatening and long-term 
consequences for people who are arrested, it is 
essential that LASD has proper oversight and 
reporting on this. 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Brian Shuve-Wilson 
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VIII(1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies! 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies, which is sickening. 
Families have risked their own personal safety and 
mental health to advocate for a better Los Angeles 
only to be met with malicious tactics and harassment 
by LASD. Families have stood in front of this 
commission on numerous occasions to detail targeted 
harassment, unlawful stops, desecration of vigil sites, 
and stalking, all by LASD deputies. At the November 
2023 COC meeting, Check the Sheriff presented on 
LASD’s harassment of families, and the COC charged 
the ad hoc committee on deputy gangs to develop 
policy recommendations for LASD. But it’s been more 
than 6 months, and we have been urging the COC to 
adopt these recommendations immediately, so we 
can put pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies 
about family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  

Allison Riley 
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VIII(1) 

 
 
Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  

Hannah Kazim  
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item viii (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  
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VIII(1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Chris Riddle 
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VIII 1 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Amanda Lindell 
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VIII 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Kylie 
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Item VII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use-of-force reporting 
policies and we demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. 
Thanks you for your work to make this a better L.A. 
for everyone. 

Jessamy Gloor  
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LASD use of force and 
harassment  

I’m writing to strongly urge the COC to address LASD 
use of force and LASD’s harassment of families. 
LASD’s track record is abysmal and it is the COC’s job 
to hold LASD accountable. 
 
While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.   
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VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Catherine Safley 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Tiana McKenna 
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I am voting resident of Los Angeles; I live in the 
Westlake MacArthur Park neighborhood. I am also a 
member of Local 148. In 2020, I was illegal shot with a 
less lethal bullet by LASD and had to go to the ER.  
Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Sierra Marcelius 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Rachel Fain 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Jack MacCarthy 
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I am showing up in support of JusticeLA and 
community voices speaking up against violence 
perpetrated by the Los Angeles Sheriff Department 
and its deputies. These voices need and deserve the 
support of our entire community and I urge the COC 
to act swiftly to support their requests.  
Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Brian Jaecker-Jones 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.   
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It has been far too long that the public has been 
asking for action to eliminate LASD Deputy Gangs, and 
yet here we are. The department is an international 
disgrace and we are asking for the minimum of equal 
treatment under the law. 
 
Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency Peter Enzminger 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? LASD must present at the COC 
about their use of force reporting policies and 
demand transparency around the departments 
failings to meaningfully document during-arrest uses 
of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD 
deputies.Families have risked their own personal 
safety and mental health to advocate for a better Los 
Angeles only to be met with malicious tactics and 
harassment by LASD. Families have stood in front of 
this commission on numerous occasions to detail 
targeted harassment, unlawful stops, desecration of 
vigil sites, and stalking, all by LASD deputies. At the 
November 2023 COC meeting, Check the Sheriff 
presented on LASD’s harassment of families, and the 
COC charged the ad hoc committee on deputy gangs 
to develop policy recommendations for LASD. That 
was more than six monht ago, and it is past time for 
the COC to adopt these recommendations 
immediately, so we can put pressure on LASD to 
finally adopt policies about family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  

Christy Lambertson 

VIII 

LASD still has not been held accountable. At the 
November 2023 COC meeting, Check the Sheriff 
presented on LASD’s harassment of families, and the 
COC charged the ad hoc committee on deputy gangs 
to develop policy recommendations for LASD. But it’s 
been more than 6 months, and we have been urging 
the COC to adopt these recommendations 
immediately, so we can put pressure on LASD to 
finally adopt policies about family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and Sarah Bowers 
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the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. 

VIII  

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Erin Moore 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Grace Doyle  
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. 

Alexander Fierro-
Clarke 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Keith Pakiz 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  

Selina Ho 
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  
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Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Ruby Condon 
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V11 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Marcella  
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Agenda Item VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Geoffrey Golden 
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VIII (1) 

 
 
Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Cody Sloan 
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VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force. 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. Nadeeka K 
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8 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency.  Sherry Varon 
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VIII(1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue.  While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight.  
 
This commission so often hears testimony from 
families whose loved ones have been brutalized by 
LASD during arrest and the first moments of 
detention. It is this time period that the COC must 
focus on and fill in the oversight gaps.  
 
We echo calls to have LASD present at the COC about 
their use of force reporting policies and demand 
transparency around the departments failings to 
meaningfully document during-arrest uses of force. 
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies.  
 
Families have risked their own personal safety and 
mental health to advocate for a better Los Angeles 
only to be met with malicious tactics and harassment 
by LASD. Families have stood in front of this 
commission on numerous occasions to detail targeted 
harassment, unlawful stops, desecration of vigil sites, 
and stalking, all by LASD deputies.  
 
At the November 2023 COC meeting, Check the 
Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of families, 
and the COC charged the ad hoc committee on 
deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations for 
LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we have 
been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency. I'm so tired of my tax money being 
used to pay for LASD’s misdeeds.  
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VIII (1) 

Community presentations relating to LASD use of 
force and LASD’s harassment of families are long 
overdue. While LASD use of force in the jails is closely 
monitored by the ACLU, LASD use of force during 
arrests does not have the same oversight. This 
commission so often hears testimony from families 
whose loved ones have been brutalized by LASD 
during arrest and the first moments of detention. It is 
this time period that the COC must focus on and fill in 
the oversight gaps. How is LASD being held 
accountable for its failures to report during-arrest use 
of force incidents? We echo calls to have LASD 
present at the COC about their use of force reporting 
policies and demand transparency around the 
departments failings to meaningfully document 
during-arrest uses of force.  
 
Additionally, I urge the COC to immediately adopt 
specific policy recommendations to LASD to stop and 
prevent the harassment of families by LASD deputies. 
Surviving families continue to suffer under the 
harassment of LASD deputies. Families have risked 
their own personal safety and mental health to 
advocate for a better Los Angeles only to be met with 
malicious tactics and harassment by LASD. Families 
have stood in front of this commission on numerous 
occasions to detail targeted harassment, unlawful 
stops, desecration of vigil sites, and stalking, all by 
LASD deputies. At the November 2023 COC meeting, 
Check the Sheriff presented on LASD’s harassment of 
families, and the COC charged the ad hoc committee 
on deputy gangs to develop policy recommendations 
for LASD. But it’s been more than 6 months, and we 
have been urging the COC to adopt these 
recommendations immediately, so we can put 
pressure on LASD to finally adopt policies about 
family harassment. 
 
We hope the COC under this new leadership can and 
will do what is needed to hold LASD accountable for 
the department’s continuous failings in accountability 
and transparency  

Public Comment non agenda 
item 

I’d like to know why is my name is placed under your 
criminal records database of the Los Angeles County 
Court website when my case was only a misdemeanor 
for a traffic violation of a damaged windshield in year 
2003 and dismissed by the Supreme Court in 2004 but 
still showing my name twenty years later causing two 
decades of false character analysis to employers as I 
submitted my resume for employment, hardship to 
my ability to provide for my children and two decades 
of unworthiness and lack of data performance with Paulette Dunn 
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your organization. Additionally, I’ve taken the proper 
steps of getting this false term removed from your 
database only to see an additional offense in my 
name showing up alias with the offender having the 
race showing to be Hispanic.  
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What is your name? 

Provide your public comment below. Please do not share any sensitive 
personally identifiable information because this comment will be made public 
as part of the official meeting record. 

Claudia M Delgado  

Immigration Department, Work Permits for individuals living in the United States.  
The National Residents Safety of Internal and External Affairrs.  Please,  take in 
consideration the importance of  criminal background in birthday Foraging 
County of the exterias and the importance of residents Accountability.  Thank 
you,  

Darrell Goode 

Why are these discussions still going on, our community is fed up with it, and the 
perpetrators past and present, and collaborators by implicit consent should be 
moved out of Law enforcement in the LASD for the peace of mind/safety for the 
community they are sworn to protect. Anyone in administration who fails to 
condemn vehemently gang behavior or appearances, or its vestiges has no right 
or confidence from our community to serve in the LASD.  Trust is an issue, and 
the LASD must do anything in its power in collaboration with the Board of 
Supervisors to build on this trust narrative.   

  
 


